
 
GIFT WRAPPING 

Superintendent:   Robin Rice (765-366-6842) 
4-H Resources: Gift Wrapping Manual, Gift Wrapping Exhibit Tag 
 
PROJECT REQUIREMENTS: 

1. No purchased bows on packages allowed 
2. Bow makers cannot be used 
3. Packages for exhibit must not contain articles 
4. Exhibit card must be attached to package bottom (can be obtained from Extension Office).  Card 

includes:   
 Occasion for gift  Division/Grade 
 Age of person receiving gift  Exhibitors age 
 Male or female 
5. Grand Champion and division champions must advance to the next age level the following year. 

 
BEGINNER:  Grades 3-4 
PROJECT REQUIREMENTS: 

1. Wrap at least 4 packages throughout the year not including the exhibit package. 
2. Give a demonstration showing techniques of gift wrapping. 

EXHIBIT: (choose a different one each year) 
1. One square or rectangle box including a self-made bow. 
OR 
2. One cylinder-shaped box including a self-made bow.  Package must have exhibit card attached to 

bottom. 
 
INTERMEDIATE: Grades 5-7 or someone who has received champion in the Beginner division. 
PROJECT REQUIREMENTS: 

1. Wrap at least 6 packages throughout the year not including the exhibit package. 
2. Give a demonstration showing techniques of gift wrapping. 

EXHIBIT: (Choose a different one each year) 
1. One wrapped box using any material other than purchased gift-wrapping paper.  Example: towels, 

scarves, diapers, etc. 
OR 
2. A wrapped 2 or 3 tiered package 
OR 
3. One package wrapped for shipping and mailing.  Include proper labeling.  Package must have 

exhibit card attached to bottom. 
 
ADVANCED: Grades 8-10 or someone who has received champion in the Intermediate division. 
PROJECT REQUIREMENTS: 

1. Wrap at least 8 packages throughout the year not including the exhibit package. 
2. Give a demonstration showing techniques of gift wrapping. 

EXHIBIT: (Choose a different one each year) 
1. One wrapped package with the top wrapped separately from the bottom so the judge can open it.  

The box must contain a liner like tissue paper.  It will be judged on the inside appearance and 
outside wrapping. 

OR 
2. One wrapped package of any shape.  You MUST design your own wrapping paper and 

accessories.  (Roller painting, stenciling, string pulling, etc.)  Be creative. 
OR 
3. One wrapped package shaped other than square, rectangle, or cylinder.  Examples:  heart shaped, 

round, octagon, diamond, etc. 
OR 
4. One wrapped package any shape using a theme.  Themes can consist of music, babies, 

graduation, etc.  Use creativity.  Package must have exhibit card attached to bottom. 



 
CREATIVE OPTION:  Grades 11-12 or someone who has received champion in the Advanced division.  
4-H’ers may remain in this division even after being chosen a champion. 
PROJECT REQUIREMENTS: 

1. Wrap at least 10 packages throughout the year not including the exhibit package. 
2. Give a demonstration showing techniques of gift wrapping. 

Exhibit:  One creative exhibit of any shape that has been covered in some fashion.  The package does not 
have to be a box, but a container that would conceal or enclose a gift item.  The container can be covered 
in some fashion: such as fabric, paper, cardboard, foil, plastic, leather, cellophane, etc.  You do not need 
to have bows if they are not in keeping with the design of your package.  Be as creative as you can be!  
Package must have exhibit card attached to bottom. 
 
 


